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INTRODUCTION

A small piece of driftwood, approxiamately 
40x10cm, with shipworm borings was found by 
Harriet Wood on the strandline of Porth Neigwl 
(Hell’s Mouth), Llyn, Wales. Although no living 
shipworms were found a number of shells and 
pallets was extracted. The pallets had strong 
radial ridges making them instantly recognisable 
as belonging to the genus Uperotus Guettard, 
1770 (Turner, 1966, 1971). This genus has not been 
recorded from British waters (Smith & Heppell, 
1991) and is not included in the European and 
Mediterranean checklist (CLEMAM, 2008). Here 
we illustrate the shells and pallets, and discuss 
their identity.

MATERIAL EXAMINED

1sh+2 associated pallets; 3x 1v+1 associated 
pallet; 16 pallets; 20+ valves. In driftwood 
(40x10cm worn log) Strandline, Porth Neigwl 
(Hell’s Mouth), Llyn, Wales, UK; 52°48´13.97˝N 
4°32´35.36˝W.

The shipworm Uperotus is represented in the 
Atlantic by two nominal taxa, U. panamensis 
(Bartsch, 1922) and U. lieberkindi (Roch, 1931), 
and are considered to be possibly synonymous 
by Turner (1966, 1971). Records of these are rare 
with no references in the literature post Turner, 
1966 in which she includes the type descriptions 
and a reference to U. lieberkindi in Rancurel 
(1955). Uperotus panamensis is therefore only 
known from the Bay of Panama and U. lieber-
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Figure 1 Uperotus lieberkindi Roch, Llyn, Wales, UK. A Outer face of pallete B inner face of palette  C shell.
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kindi from tropical West Africa.
Turner (1966) does not discuss her statement 

that the two Atlantic nominal taxa are synony-
mous but distinguishes them by the few and 
widely separated ridges on the anterior slope 
of the shell of U. panamensis (see Turner, 1966: 
plate 23E1) compared to the dense sculpture 
in U. lieberkindi (see Turner, 1966: plate 23F1). 
The Llyn shells (Fig.1C) are most like those 
of U. liebenrocki both in sculpture and shape. 
Although Turner (1966) does not discuss any 
differences in the pallets, her illustrations show 
pallets that are not identical. In U. lieberkindi 
the radial ridges emanate from a central swol-
len area (Turner 1966: plate23F3-5) but this area 
is not expressed in U. panamensis (Turner 1966: 
plate 23E3-4). The pallets from the Llyn (Figs 
1A-B) all display the structure of U. lieberkindi.

Despite Turner’s (1966) suggestion that there 
is a single species of Uperotus in the Atlantic, our 
observations link the Llyn specimens to the form 
represented by U. lieberkindi and not that of U. pana-
mensis. It is suggested here that the name Uperotus 
lieberkindi be adopted for the British specimens.

It is doubtful that this species will be found 
living in British waters as the genus is, as 
yet, restriced to living in tropical seas. Many 
specimens of the goose barnacle Lepas anserifera 
Linnaeus, 1767 were attached to the log, all with 
the stalk and tissues intact. This suggests that the 

log was only recently stranded but despite this, 
there were no traces of tissue associated with the 
shells and pallets.
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